Abstract

The submitted thesis deals with the legal issues of execution proceedings of the sale of real estate belonging to obligated party from a comparative point of view. The thesis compares the Czech and Spanish legal regulations of the chosen narrower topic in the field of execution. The comparison relates both to legal regulation included in the OSŘ and EŘ reciprocally, but also OSŘ, EŘ to LEC as the foreign legal regulation. The first part of the thesis deals with executions generally and the execution proceedings with particular principles of the execution proceedings and the particular ways of distrain. This section also provides examples of the executions illustrated by the sale of real estate and compares particular legal regulations related to the course of the execution of judgment up to chosen particular way of distrain – the sale of real estate belonging to obligated party. The second part of the thesis deals only with the comparison of selected legal regulations about the sale of real property belonging to obligated party in the terms of execution proceedings.